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!!INSTALL!!

How can I turn off "allow to overlay tool" option in Show Settings? I don't have it, I turned it off a
few years ago. And I can't find a setting for it in the Blackmagic Resolve Log Viewer. How can I turn
it off? A: I had the same problem and found it in Re-Settings > Resolve > Paint Overlays > Allow
Tool Overlays. This option is to disable the "Allow Tool Overlays" icon on the workspace, as that was
a glitch in the previous version that I fixed in the next version but it's still saved, you can delete the
folder in order to disable it at the next launch: Q: After edit, I don't want to have a dash in my
terminal (Linux) Every time I use nano or vim on a command line, to edit files or any other task, my
dash signs are lost. I want to have the same dash that I use normally. I put this "cm": export
PS1="${debian_chroot:+($debian_chroot)}\u@\h:\w\$(if [ -n "$LOGNAME" ]; then echo \u@\h:; else
echo \u@\h;
fi)\${debian_chroot:+($debian_chroot)}\[\033[01;34m\]\u@\h\[\033[00m\]:\[\033[01;32m\]\w\[\033[0
0m\]\$ " export
PS2="\[\033[01;33m\]\u@\h\[\033[00m\]\${debian_chroot:+($debian_chroot)}\[\033[01;34m\]\w\[\03
3[00m\]\$ " I used this and it worked at the first launch. The problem is that when I edit the file, I
use the same tools on my terminal (vim) and I want to keep the same dash/color. I don't want to exit
the terminal or press CTRL+D. Is there a way to fix this issue? Thanks in advance for your time. A:
Put all the colors into one set of parenthesis, like this: export PS
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